The Easy Winder Instructions
Thank you for purchasing the Easy Winder Bobbin Winder. Please read and understand the directions on how to
use it properly. The Easy Winder must receive thread from a drag free device such as The Universal Thread
Holder or some other tangle free thread stand. Do not take thread from a threaded sewing machine as this will
result in too much resistance on the thread. Always start with an empty bobbin.
1: (Picture A) Thread, coming from left to right, snaps down into the plastic thread guide. Heavy duty or yarn
type threads should be passed through the opening of the guide instead of snapping into it.
2: Continue on to the pre-tension. Under the pre-tension than up and to the left.
3: Continue on to the guide pin. Behind, than towards you and to the right towards the spindle.
4: Push bobbin onto the spindle. It will snap in place. Do not force. Tie thread off however you normally would,
or just wrap the thread clockwise around the bobbin 5 or 6 times and trim off the tail using the thread cutter.
You may have to hold the bobbin from turning to achieve a clean cut.
5: Push and hold the power button to wind. Release to stop. Do not wind past the outer edge of the bobbin.
The guide pin is also an adjustment to ensure an even wind regardless of bobbin size. Tilting the pin to the right
will wind the thread towards the top of the bobbin. Tilting to the left will wind towards the bottom. The thread
will naturally track up and down on the pin all by itself. Once set for your bobbins it can be left alone.
*Some silky type threads will wind better without using the pre-tension*
1: (Picture B) Thread, coming from right to left, snaps down into the plastic thread guide.
2: Continue on to the guide pin. Wrap thread TWICE around the pin. This puts only a little drag on the thread.
3: Continue on to steps 4 and 5 above.
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Questions or Comments: rjsdesigns@tampabay.rr.com

